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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This article describes the functional and technical side of Railways Ltd. mobile terminals project.
The advantage of mobile terminals lies in the greater efficiency of railway tickets vending, the
control and the real-time supervision of complete process of vending tickets in the country.
Mobile terminals allow railway conductors to automatically vend and verify tickets by
themselves. Also information about each sold ticket is transmitted wirelessly via GSM/GRPS in
real-time or near real-time. The information about sold tickets is received by the central server
and stored in the main database. This data is available for analysis and report making.
Organization name, data, trademark products or services referred to in this case are fictitious. All
facts, data and figures in the case are free and publicly available.
ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Railways Ltd. is one of the railway companies in the Republic of Croatia. The company was
founded in 1990 after the country gained its independence from Yugoslavia. However, the history
of railway traffic in Croatia starts in the 19th century with the first railway line operating in 1860.

Figure 1 Croatian railway network

Figure 2 Pan-European Corridors

Today the national railway network connects all major Croatian cities except Dubrovnik. As can
be seen in Figure 1 due to geographic reasons Croatian national railway network is quite spread
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out. Statistically railroads are mostly mountainous with only one truly straight and fast line in
Slavonia lowland region that connects the capitol Zagreb and the city of Vinkovci.
The country of Croatia is geographically well located on the crossroads of Central, Eastern and
Southern Europe. There are three Pan-European Corridors running through Croatia forming the
backbone of the railway infrastructure. See Figure 2. Croatia has direct railway lines to Slovenia,
Hungary, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Slovakia, France, Germany, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia
and Montenegro. Also there are indirect lines to almost all other European countries.
Public transport of passengers and freight in domestic and international railway traffic and
construction and maintenance of railway infrastructure are the company’s main, or core, business.
Railways Ltd. employs over 15,000 people located throughout the country and well over 50,000
passengers travel by train in Croatia every day. As a large railway operator Railways Ltd. is of
obvious national interest. Railways Ltd. is a limited liability company in the state ownership. The
company has a management board, supervisory board, 14 offices and 5 regional subsidiaries.
Railways Ltd. total annual budget is approx. 373 million Euros. Many capital investment projects,
such as the mobile terminals project described in this case and the modernization of the railway
infrastructure are directly financed by International Monetary Fund (IMF) and European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).
The implementation of the mobile terminals project is a part of the company’s global
modernization project. In the last five years Railways Ltd. is going through a series of different
restructuring and modernization projects like upgrading basic railway infrastructure, dismissing
the unnecessary personnel, and implementing new information technologies. In the next few
years the company should be intensely privatized and divided into several smaller, more efficient
and specialized companies. The intent is to make the company completely self-sufficient and
profitable.
Type of business
Budget
Organization
Company’s goal

(a) Public transport of passengers and freight in domestic and international
railway traffic, (b) construction and maintenance of railway infrastructure
Annually approx. 373 million Euros + direct investments from IMF and
ERBD
Management board, supervisory board, 14 offices, 5 regional subsidiaries,
over 15,000 employees
Modernization, restructuring, privatization, improving the level of service
Table 1 Relevant information about the company

SETTING THE STAGE
Railways Ltd. has over 35 years of experience in implementing and maintaining IT (Information
Technology) systems. As a result the company currently uses a mixture of information
technologies for its operations. The significant acquisitions of new information systems have
been carried out in three distinct periods, or “waves”, at the beginning of 80’s, 90’s and in the last
three years. The new systems were acquired approximately every ten years and this was followed
with intense schooling of personnel and subsequent project development. The company’s
corporate strategy is to seamlessly shift all existing information systems to the newest
technologies using synergy and mutual integration/cooperation of all available resources. In this
process many existing systems will merge and some will become redundant, but the main
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imperative is to continue to provide the current level of IT service while implementing brand new
systems at the same time.
The oldest IT system in operation is Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and it is responsible for
such matters as Human Resources (HR), finance, analysis and reporting. It runs on IBM
mainframe acquired 20-25 years ago. Of course, this IBM’s DB2 database holds millions of data
rows due to decades of operation and company’s significant business complexity. The limits of
scalability were reached a long time ago and even the limits of physical functionality could be
reached any time soon. The second system in everyday use during the last 10-15 years is
MAPPER. As a contemporary system at that point, it was acquired to relieve IBM DB2 and
improve on overall project development and management. Numerous core business projects have
been successfully developed with MAPPER like maintaining train schedules, train lists, cargo
lists, ticketing, trafficking, etc. Many of these systems are critical for the functioning of a railway
company.
In the last three years great attempts have been made to move the entire business to the latest
technologies like Microsoft’s .NET Framework, Active Directory (AD), IIS Web server, SQL
Server and others. Other development platforms like Java + Oracle are in the focus too. It is
interesting to note that Railways Ltd. operates the second largest Windows Datacenter Server in
Europe.
The mobile terminals project, described in this case, is at the forefront of the company’s mobile
computing development. The project was commissioned by the Railways Ltd. Office of Public
Transport. The entire software development on project was accomplished by the IT division of
Railways Ltd. Also Railways Ltd. Accounting Office also took part in the project.
The next few chapters will bring forward all important information about the project such as its
cost and duration, the project team and its composition, technology used, constraints and
resources, implemented software, acquired hardware, etc.
CASE DESCRIPTION
The mobile terminals project supports Railways Ltd. core business – vending and validation of
passenger tickets. However, the mobile terminals are primarily used to improve the overall
quality of railway service. The reasons for implementation of this system are: (a) faster data
input, (b) machine ticket printout, (c) direct wireless connection to the central database for ticket
validation (using the barcode) and (d) counterfeiting prevention and data protection (with
database replication and synchronization). To accomplish these targets, the following conditions
had to be fulfilled: (a) it is necessary to have a robust mobile device, (b) the transfer and
synchronization of data has to be possible anywhere and anytime, (c) it is necessary to develop
intuitive software user interface, and (d) user requirements have to be taken in account.
Depending on the project’s development phase the project team consisted of 5-15 persons in the
roles of the project leader, technical project leader, IT consultant, chief business process
consultant, business process consultant and software developer. Members of the project team
come from 3 Railways Ltd. offices: Public Transport, Accounting and IT. Because of the
complexness of the railway business cases the number of business consultants was equal, or even
greater, than the number of technical personnel from the IT Office. During the project
development the project team had help from a consulting company specialized in the mobile
computing. The consulting company helped with a few algorithms and parts of the code that were
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incorporated in the project’s software. Overall the development team needed very little additional
education as they had strong experience of corporate computer software design and
implementation using various Object-Oriented (OO) technologies. Only the project’s mobile
corporate architecture was truly a novel and previously untested approach which required the
most attention from the development team. The project’s users were over 600 railway conductors
and revisers from the Railways Ltd. Office of Public Transport.
It was chosen to use the iterative project development cycle and Microsoft Solution Framework
(MSF) (Hansen, 2004; Thomsen, 2004) as a method of project management. MSF is generally
similar to Rational Unified Process (RUP) (Booch, 1998; Rumbaugh, 1998; Jacobson, 1998;
Krutchen, 2000; Hausmann, 2001; Heckel, 2001) and defines iterative project development with
each iterative loop having the following development phases: envisioning, planning, developing,
stabilizing and deploying.
In order to speed up the software development, reduce errors and costs it was decided early on in
the project to use only off-the-shelve components. Such components are easily available, pretested and often simpler to use than custom components. They have easily available support and a
large pool of experts which can offer valuable help in the crucial moments. It was also very
important that all components are mutually integrated according to the international IT standards.
All this is why the chosen software architecture was Microsoft .NET. All software has been
written in object oriented languages (VB.NET and C#.NET) and database languages (SQL/SPL).
Mobile terminals have Windows CE 4.2 .NET operating system (Nienaltowski; Arslan; Meyer),
local SQL Server CE 2.0 database for storing data and “Conductor Compact Edition” Railways
Ltd. software application. The mobile application has been written by using Microsoft .NET
Compact Framework (.NET CF). The project’s central server has Microsoft Windows 2000
Datacenter operating system. The server runs Microsoft SQL Server 2000 database and Microsoft
Internet Information Server IIS 6.0 Web server. More detailed information about the project’s
architecture, software and hardware can be found in the next chapters.
The biggest concerns, or problems, noticed before the project development has started were
mainly related to the used mobile technology and how well it will perform in the actual situation
in the field. The second group of perceived concerns, the non-technical, was related to the project
management and the users – will the company be able to successfully manage and carry out such
project, how well will 600 computer inproficient people use the new devices and how much will
they actually help them. All major concerns perceived before the project has started are listed in
Table 2.
Technical issues
- Nationwide GSM/GRPS signal coverage and how to seamlessly overcome interruptions in
the wireless dataflow?
- Will the mobile terminals be able to safely and securely store a large amount of data?
- Is the wireless bandwidth wide enough for real-time data transfer and how to achieve it?
- How to implement an efficient mobile user interface? Is it possible at all?
- Are the mobile terminals enough robust and durable?
Non-technical issues
- How to efficiently organize Railways Ltd. offices on this project?
- Will the users actually benefit from the project?
- Will the project fulfill its goals?
Table 2 Major concerns perceived before the start of the project development
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The entire project development, from start to finish, lasted 2 years. This is mainly due to the
usage of new technologies and several changes to the project’s use-cases that occurred relatively
lately during the development. Total project cost was 3.5 million Euros. This includes acquisition
of the hardware, education of the development personnel and project’s users, development of the
software, consulting and all other fees.
At the moment of writing the project development has been successfully finished and the project
is undergoing final testing and awaiting implementation. The last chapter of this use-case explains
in the detail the most valuable lessons-learned during the development and how the most
prominent concerns were solved.
Commissioned project

Railways Ltd. Office of Public Transport

Implemented project

Railways Ltd. IT Office

Managed project

Railways Ltd. IT Office

Players involved
Over 600 railway conductors and revisers from
the Office of Public Transport
5-15 people from Railways Ltd. offices of Public Transport, Accounting
and IT Departments.
Project’s users

Team
Cost

3.5 million Euros

Duration

2 years

Current status

The development is over. The project is undergoing last testing and
awaiting implementation.
Table 3 Project overview

Architecture
The mobile terminals project has multi-tier (n-layered) client-server architecture (Wijegunaratne,
1994; Socic, 1994; Chow, 1994). The schema is shown in Figure 3. The mobile terminals and
their accompanying mobile software represent the client side. Clients dial a specific number and
connect wirelessly over GPRS to the infrastructure of mobile telephony provider (Chakravorty,
2002; Cartwright, 2002; Pratt, 2002).
The provider routes any IP or HTTP requests to RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User
Service) server used exclusively for Railways Ltd. mobile terminals project. RADIUS server
performs centralized connection authentication, authorization, and accounting for many types of
network access, including wireless, authenticating switch, dial-up and virtual private network
(VPN) remote access, and router-to-router connections. RADIUS server is access point to
Railways Ltd. Intranet network infrastructure and together with Active Directory (AD) it
authenticates connecting wireless client. After the successful authentication AD assigns the
appropriate network group policy to the client. With the policy client is granted specific rights
related to accessing and sending data in Railways Ltd. Intranet.
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After the netpad mobile terminal is connected it can start making requests to the project’s Web
server. Web server runs XML Web services for exchange of Extended Markup Language (XML)
data files between netpad mobile terminals and server-side database. Instead of NET-capable
Web server that receives and sends HTTP requests any IP server could be used. In this case, the
exchange of data would be by sockets. The server side, or the server layer, consists of the
mobile’s provider infrastructure, RADIUS server, AD, Web server and database server. In this
architecture security is guaranteed by several methods. The first one is the verification of
login/password by RADIUS server. Login and password are unique, administrated and manually
defined by administrator personnel in Windows CE settings before netpad mobile terminal is put
in service. Each netpad has its own SIM card so it is possible to track the usage and the network
traffic of every single mobile terminal completely. Also the whole server architecture for mobile
terminals located in Railways Ltd. is separated and inaccessible from other parts of company’s
Intranet. In the future version of mobile terminal’s software it is planned to secure entire project’s
network traffic by VPN (Virtual Private Network) standard. RADIUS server and other hardware
for VPN support already exist.

Figure 3 Project’s architecture

Hardware
A single mobile terminal set consists of two devices: Psion Teklogix netpad (5000 series) mobile
computer (PDA) and Extech Bluetooth (S3500T series) mobile printer. A conductor wears both
devices at the same time. The netpad (Figure 4) is placed in a leather holster and worn over the
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shoulder, and the mobile printer is strapped to his belt. Each netpad has Windows CE 4.2 .NET
SP2 real-time operating system with color touch-screen with pen navigation, Bluetooth (Haartsen,
2000) and IrDa communication interfaces (IRDA, 1997), SecureDigital/MultiMediaCard
(SD/MMC) slot (Praca, 2003; Praden, 2003), SIM card slot, inbuilt laser barcode scanner and
GSM/GPRS wireless connection (Kalden, 2000; Meirick, 2000; Meyer, 2000). Wi-Fi 802.11b
module is optional. The netpad has Intel SA–1110 Strong ARM processor at 206 MHz, 64MB
SDRAM and 32MB flash ROM. LCD screen has 8-bit color depth (256 colors) and half VGA
resolution of 640x240 pixels. Using user interface picture can be dynamically rotated to portrait
or landscape the mode. The size of the netpad is 215 x 85 x 25 mm, and its mass with standard
battery is 620 g. Two battery packs are available: standard battery has 1800 mAh and the larger
(and heavier) 4400 mAh. Both batteries supply 7.2 V and they guarantee 8 to 14 hours of
operation. The netpad can have either tranreflective or transmissive screen. In so called netpad
“outdoor model” screen is transreflective and therefore more readable in the direct sunlight. The
backlight can be turned off. In “indoor model” graphics is less readable in sunlight. The screen is
transmissive, the colors are more vivid and the backlight can be turned off. The netpad is
certified according to IP67 (Ingress Protection) rating which ensures its robustness. It was
specifically designed for use within demanding mobile computing environments. Netpad is
completely dust proof. The netpad can sustain 1.5 meter high fall on the concrete and it is
protected from the temporary immersion in water 1 meter deep for 30 minutes. Also apart from
having a metal casing and being covered in the protective rubber, the netpad also has very tough
screen. That kind of ruggedness is highly needed since the devices will be deployed in the field in
tough conditions exposed to hits, drops, rain and different weather conditions. The alternative to
the durable netpad was standard Pocket PC, but since they cannot withstand a great deal of
physical abuse it would be necessary to acquire additional units to quickly substitute the one that
has been broken. Therefore, the acquisition of netpads was judged to be the most prudent choice.

Figure 4 Psion Teklogix 5xxx netpad PDA

Figure 5 Extech S3500T Bluetooth printer

Extech Bluetooth printer is visible in Figure 5. This is a monochrome thermal printer. It has
serial (RS232), IrDa and Bluetooth communication interfaces. It also has Magnetic Stripe Reader
as a factory-installed option. Printer’s size is 152 x 120 x 57 mm and mass with paper and battery
pack is 580 g. Operating voltage is 5V and with one battery charge approximately 6 rolls of paper
can be printed. All settings are configured with DIP-switches. In Mobile Terminals project netpad
and its mobile printer communicate only with Bluetooth interface. When each mobile printer is
turned on it first automatically pairs itself via Bluetooth (Morrow, 2002) with netpad in its mobile
set. Afterwards, the netpad can freely send data to the paired mobile printer using Bluetooth
wireless connection.
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Software
In order to fulfill their tasks outlined in the introduction, the netpad mobile terminals, which
constitute the client’s hardware, must have a mobile application called “Conductor Compact
Edition” installed as the client’s software.
The application “Conductor Compact Edition” is designed for the use on a Windows CE mobile
computer with Bluetooth, GSM/GRPS wireless networking and barcode reader. These
components make one of the most capable “all-in-one” configurations in the mobile development
today. This in turn means that the software developers can have a lot of IT tools at their disposal
to accomplish the project’s goals.

Figure 6 UML sequence diagram of “Ticket vending” use-case

The application uses all the features of a large color touch-screen to enable faster and simpler data
input. In accordance with the software requirements “Conductor Compact Edition” allows
maintaining encrypted data in a mobile database, replication between the mobile and the central
databases, the transfer of data and synchronization of databases by fixed docking station, serial
connection (RS232), IrDa interface or GPRS wireless connection. “Conductor Compact Edition”
loads on netpad startup and the user is required to log on. The user enters his unique access code
in the application’s login screen. The data is checked against access codes stored locally (on the
netpad) in a separate SQL Server CE database file which is encrypted and protected. This feature
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enables user login even when GSM/GRPS connection is unavailable. In its business logic
“Conductor Compact Edition” uses graph representation of railways and the network of railwaystations to calculate the route and distance with Floyd’s algorithm (Floyd 1962). Price of every
individual passenger ticket is calculated using this data and mathematical algorithms with the
business logic. The price of the ticket is proportional to the route length and a number of
parameters such as various fare reductions, class, single or two-way ticket, etc. “Conductor
Compact Edition” executable is permanently stored on a single SD card so it cannot be erased by
loss of power on the netpad. The most important application’s use-case “Ticket vending” is
displayed in Figure 6. While user is working with the application, it dynamically stores all the
data about the vended tickets on the mounted SD card. The data is stored in a single SQL Server
2.0 CE database file.
The data located on the card is erased after each successful synchronization session when the
central database is over. This is done because several conductors can use single mobile terminal.
Therefore permanently maintaining their data on the mobile device can be a security problem but
it also serves no logical purpose since the data has already been replicated to the server. The
project description dictates that the database synchronization and the data replication is done via
GPRS in real-time. If at any point GPRS connection isn’t available “Conductor Compact Edition”
waits until GPRS connection is working so it can send data to the server. GPRS can be
unavailable due to a number of reasons – the mobile terminal can be in a tunnel or in a remote
area without GSM/GPRS signal coverage. At the end of each working shift the mobile terminal is
returned to the supporting IT center, if the local database has not already been synchronized with
the central database, then it is synchronized by using the netpad cradle and PC workstation. PC is
connected to the Internet with the telephone lines via standard modem, ISDN or DSL. Because
lower-level software (Windows CE and netpad drivers and API functions) handle the basic
networking issues, “Conductor Compact Edition” application uses the same .NET functions for
the data replication over wireless and cable networks. In other words, the application doesn’t care
how it is connected to the Internet as long as it can communicate with the project’s Web services
and synchronize local and central databases. After a successful synchronization, the data is
erased from the SD card as with GRPS synchronization.
“Mobile” Graphical User Interface
GUI (Graphical User Interface) of a mobile computer application intended to be used in the field
conditions, outside the office, is quite particular in its design and functionality. Although Pocket
PC and Windows CE mobile devices have one of the richest and most capable user interfaces in
the mobile world using all its complicated features would be a huge mistake.
Even though the elaborated user interfaces can show more graphical and textual data in a given
display area, and they allow different types of user input, they are obviously not always the best
choice. In the moving environments, the varying lightning conditions, the cramped areas
complicated user interface would only thwart the user. For example it is completely plausible that
at some point pen stylus might be dropped or lost, so the user must be able to continue the work
with his hand instead – slowly, but steadily. Because of this “Conductor Compact Edition”
application has only a few full-screen forms (“windows”). Some of them can be seen in Figure 7.
Conveying the information with the standard message boxes has been completely avoided and the
usage of overlapping forms has been reduced to the very minimum. He critical messages are
displayed in the currently displayed form or in a custom message box. Usage of any more
complex user interface controls such as the dropdown menus, the checkboxes, the combo boxes,
the lists, the list views and the tree views has been completely avoided too. Only the textboxes,
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the standard buttons, toggle buttons (as a replacement to the checkboxes) and the lists were used.
All parts of the user interface have increased the width, the height and the font size to make sure
that they all can be clearly read and used in out-of-office conditions. The colors are used to
intuitively relate the basic information – the red borders around buttons indicate the command
termination and the green borders continuation.

Figure 7 “Conductor Compact Edition” Graphical User Interface

Figure 8 Printed test ticket

Printing and Validating Tickets
One of the most important capabilities of the mobile terminals is printing and validation of the
tickets. Therefore, it was important to ensure good ticket printing quality and to pay attention to
possible counterfeiting. Various use-cases that can occur in the everyday situations were
analyzed. It was decided that the tickets printed by the mobile terminals should have two levels of
prevention against the forgery. Firstly, tickets will be printed on a special paper that cannot be
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photocopied. A conductor will be able to determine, with a simple visual examination, whether
the ticket is genuine or not. Secondly, each ticket bears a barcode containing the information
needed for its verification. Importantly, each printed ticket has a unique identification number and
a fare’s data stamp encoded in the barcode with all other important fare data. Since a large
quantity of data that has to be encoded in the barcode, it was decided to use a high density Code
128 standard (Bushnell, 1998; Meyers, 1998).
Data is encrypted (scrambled) in the barcode with a custom mathematical algorithm. This data
encoding algorithm was improved throughout the project’s development and it is judged to be
adequately safe. The barcode will be horizontally centered in the upper part of the ticket so it is
clearly visible and scanned. Also this way it is less likely that during handling the barcode will be
smudged, painted over, or torn off from the ticket altogether. The appearance of a single test
ticket printed with the terminal set is shown in Figure 8. Commands to the mobile printer are
issued in formatted escape codes and transmitted via Bluetooth along with the ticket data.
Since Extech S3005T is a thermal printer quality of printed text greatly depends on its battery
power level. As the printer’s battery output falls, so does the quality of its printouts and at some
point tickets will become unusable. Therefore it is very important to determine the quality of
printed ticket before it is handed over to the passenger and as outlined in the UML diagram in
Figure 6 it is sometimes necessary to bend the business processes a little and accommodate for
the limitations of the project’s hardware.
Task
Vend a single ticket
Vend several similar tickets
Vend several different tickets
Print a single ticket
Synchronize data for a single ticket

Duration
30-45 sec.
10-15 sec. per ticket; after the first ticket
20-45 sec. per ticket; after the first ticket
10-15 sec.
25-50 sec.

Table 4 Ticket vending speed

The project’s system tests have yielded encouraging results concerning ticketing. Using the
mobile terminals the time required to vend a single ticket has been reduced 3-5 times and this is
mostly visible when several tickets are vended in a row. All users have pointed out that their
workload has been significantly reduced. As can be seen in Table 4 a conductor can type in a
single ticket in 30-45 seconds, or even less if several identical tickets have to be produced. Then
it takes another 10-15 seconds for a ticket to be printed. Parallel to these tasks, if the GSM/GPRS
signal is present, the mobile computer wirelessly transmits the vended tickets data. Information
about one vended ticket is transmitted to the server in 25-50 seconds. As can be seen all this tasks
are measured in seconds and they are quickly finished, but when 150-200 tickets have to be
vended per hour, which is expected to happen, this will certainly be a more significant task for the
system that it is designed to handle.
CURRENT CHALLENGES/PROBLEMS FACING THE ORGANIZATION
As was already mentioned the project development has been successfully finished and the project
is awaiting implementation after which the actual benefits, or drawbacks, will become visible.
However from the test runs it is already evident that the mobile terminals greatly improve the
speed and efficiency of the railway conductors and revisers.
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The mobile terminals project is not the only project of its kind in the world, but it has several
special and advanced characteristics that distinguish it from the others. Firstly this is nation-wide
project with over 600 users and large data turnaround. The unique technical features are: (a)
database synchronization via GSM/GPRS, (b) ticket validation via custom barcode and
GSM/GPRS, and (c) printing on Window CE-based proprietary device via Bluetooth. Thirdly,
only off-the-shelf components have been used reducing the project’s price and time-to-market.
In the future some of the planned improvements to the project are: two-way communication
(messaging and information-on-demand) between the mobile terminals’ users and the control,
enabling reservation of seats on the train, the data analysis with the data warehousing (DW), the
data mining and the printing of Railways Ltd. timetable.
All significant project issues noticed after the project development has finished and the lessonslearned can be found in Table 5.
Technical issues
- Technical problems are solvable. Majority of technical problems can be solved directly
while only a few problems, or obstacles, must be avoided using different technical
solutions.
- It is possible to construct efficient real-time GSM/GPRS data transfer on a national level
with custom software mechanisms to overcome signal gaps.
- Practical and intuitive mobile user interface is possible and even computer inproficient
personnel can start to use it with little or no training. Over time the users will completely
familiarize themselves with the interface and learn to use it by memory.
- Mobile terminals are durable devices but attention has to be paid to maintaining their
power supply. Software can be far less robust than the hardware.
Non-technical issues
- Organization of a similar project in a large company is a major undertaking. Maybe this has
been the greatest challenge during the entire project development. Any project introducing
new technologies into business areas that haven’t been computerized before can face the
same problems. The problems are numerous and they are mostly coming from various
inefficiencies in the company’s organization. It is of a paramount importance to obtain all
business workflows and use-cases as early in the project development as possible and not
to change them later.
- Users will benefit from any computer application that automates their jobs. Given the
proper climate and incentives personnel will be happy to use the application especially
when they understand how well it helps them.
- Acquiring needed hardware and developing required software is not enough to make a
project successful. Complex projects with a lot of users spread over a large area often must
have numerous support staff that is even larger than the development team. Keeping the
project up and running is a large and ongoing task.
- The project has achieved all its perceived goals. All that remains is for the management to
make a corporate decision and introduce the mobile terminals into everyday business.
Table 5 Major issues observed after the end of the project development
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Finally, Table 6 lists all questions and problems that the organization has faced before the project
was completed, as well as challenges that the project and the organization are facing in the future.
Past challenges and obstacles
- How to best define an information technology project of this size and how to optimally
define its scope? How to incorporate such project in the existing organizational structure?
- How to efficiently run the project? In other words, what is the best way to plan, implement
and manage the project in the given organizational situation?
- What is the optimal composition of the project team? Who are the players involved and
what is their expertise?
- What are the obstacles in the development of the project’s software? How many off-theshelve technology solutions can be used, and how many must be custom developed?
Future challenges and obstacles
- Are there any unforeseen difficulties that will arise during the project’s implementation?
Has the project team done good enough job, and are the information technologies mature
enough so implementation difficulties will not threaten the project?
- After the project has been successfully completed how big positive impact it will have on
the organization’s business? What will be the project’s overall consequences on the
company as a whole?
Table 6 Problems that the organization has faced and challenges that is facing in the future
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